snowflake featuring Vintage Noel by josephine kimberling

It’s the most wonderful time of the year! The Vintage Noel Collection by Josephine Kimberling is bursting with tinsel trees, crochet snowflakes and fun baubles and bows. Antique ornaments are hung with care, while cheerful snowglobes have you dreaming of a white Christmas. See the entire Vintage Noel Collection on our website: www.blendfabrics.com

Quilt Design by Mary Kay Davis for Threads on the Floor.
Be sure to read through instructions before beginning. Cutting instructions include 1/4" seam allowance. Yardage is based on 42" of usable fabric width. All strips are cut across the width of fabric (WOF) unless otherwise stated. Press all seams as you assemble your blocks. Border lengths given are exact measurements. You may want to cut borders slightly longer to allow for variations in seams and mitering corners.

**Fabric Requirements:**

- Snowglobe Forest Blue 114.111.02.1 1-5/8 yards
- Snowglobe Forest Pink 114.111.02.2 1 yard
- Crochet Snowflake Grey 114.111.04.1 1/2 yard
- Crochet Snowflake Blue 114.111.04.2 2-3/8 yards
- Vintage Ornament Grey 114.111.01.1 (binding) 1/2 yard
- Backing - Any Vintage Noel Print 3-1/3 yards

**Cutting Instructions & Quilt Assembly:**

**From Snowglobe Forest Blue:**

Cut (3) 18" x WOF strips. In order to have all the snow globes face the same direction, "fussy" cut (6) 12-1/2" squares, as shown in the diagram, from these strips. These squares will have bias edges.

**From Snowglobe Forest Pink:**

*In order for all snow globes to face up or same direction you will need to fussy cut.*

Cut (12) 4-1/2 squares for center of star block.
Cut (4) 5-1/4" x WOF strips. Subcut into (48) 2-3/4" x 5-1/4" rectangles. Take two rectangles, place one rectangle on top of another, wrong sides together, and cut in half per diagram. This will produce two sets of star points per rectangles - using this method, make (48) right side triangles.

**From Crochet Snowflake Blue:**

Cut (72) 4-7/8" squares. Subcut (48) of the 4-7/8" squares per diagram to create (48) isosceles triangles. The top of the triangle is at the center point of the square. Cut form the bottom corners to the center point. Attach a star point to each side of the triangle. Make (48) units.

**From Crochet Snowflake Grey:**

Cut (24) 4-7/8" squares.
From remaining (24) blue snowflake squares, place one blue snowflake square on top of one grey snowflake square, right sides together, and draw a line down the center of the square. Sew 1/4" from each side of this line. Cut square in half along drawn line to create two half-square triangle units. Make (48) units.
Assemble blocks as shown below. Make 12.

Setting & Corner Triangles:
From Crochet Snowflake Blue:
- Cut (3) 19" squares. Cut squares into (4) triangles you will only use 10 for setting triangles.
- Cut (2) 10" squares. Cut squares into (2) triangles. Make (4) corners.

Sew squares together in diagonal rows as shown in diagram. Attach a setting triangle to both ends of each row. Attach a half-square triangle to each corner of the quilt.

For Binding:
From Vintage Ornaments Grey:
- Cut (7) 2-1/2" x WOF strips. Sew the strips together to create a single strip. Fold in half lengthwise, press and sew to raw edge of quilt top after quilting.